Who We Are

Under the leadership and vision of WJC President Ronald S. Lauder, the WJC Jewish Diplomatic Corps, ensures continuity in Jewish communities worldwide by cultivating leaders for the future.

We meticulously select our members and provide them with opportunities and networks to gain experience and skills that enable them to support their local Jewish communities and make an impact on global Jewish interests through diplomacy and public policy.

By the Numbers

- **400+** Global Jewish Leaders
- **600+** Diplomatic Meetings
- **100+** Global Campaigns
- **400+** Media Presences
- **100+** United Nations Statements

Our Core Issues

- Fighting Antisemitism
- Advocating Against Terrorism & Extremism
- Protecting Holocaust Legacy
- Supporting Israel
- Strengthening Jewish Unity
- Promoting Interfaith & Inter-Community Relations
- Safeguarding Human Rights
What We Do

**Global Diplomatic Campaigns**
Elevate Jewish concerns onto the political world stage

**Impactful Events**
Organize premier events on our core topics

**Speakers' Bureau**
Present on a wide range of issues facing the global Jewish community

**International Representation**
Representation on behalf of world Jewry at the UN Human Rights Council, UN General Assembly, and additional international organizations

**Social Media Execution**
Design and execute global campaigns to impact Jewish interests

**Research & Analysis**
Provide timely, actionable insights on policy and current affairs

**Writing & Thought Leadership**
Publishing across leading media outlets worldwide

**Diplomatic Outreach**
Establish and maintain relationships with selected diplomats and government officials around the world